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A Word from The President
The Good Old Kieser – nice play on words
there?
A valuable presentation by newest and
youngest member Sandan. The format
beginning with current challenges and
finishing with genuinely valuable guides
and remedies. Thank you very much
Sandan. See separate report.
I trust I am not abusing my role as
President 2018-2020, after which I will be
just another feather duster, by taking this
opportunity to talk with you about what
will, I am sure, be considered the most
challenging period in the history of our
young planet and also challenging for us as
human beings and as members of various
clubs and relationships.
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This pandemic is far from over, there has
already been discovered at least half a dozen
different mutations of Covid 19, now
seemingly infecting children, as well as the
aged and health challenged. The problem
for many of us with such age and health
concerns is how long it will take before a
vaccine is available to allow us to move in
society with relative safety. And if the longterm development and ultimate global
immunisation of the world’s people in
relation to Polio is any guide – we are in for
a long and frustrating time of it.
Cont. Page 2 ………

18 May 2020
You will be invited by email to
attend a ZOOM meeting at 1pm.
Topic: Community Leadership
Nepal and Smilehigh Foundation
Speaker:Trevor Moyle

25 May 2020
You will be invited by email to
attend a ZOOM meeting at
6.30pm. See Page 4 for more
detail

Remain Vigilant
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Rotary of the Future - The Covid 19 pandemic lockdown has caused RI, Zone and Districts to all be
considering what Rotary might look like following the necessary changes to the entrenched club model.
Rotary Heidelberg has been an effective Rotary influencer in Banyule (nee Heidelberg) for many years and it
therefore seems appropriate for this good club to embrace the opportunity to determine how we might wish
our club to function in the years to come.
Decision making in times such as these cannot be perfect – there will always be some dissatisfaction or
inconvenience for someone. But holding back, from making decisions for the larger good, will only delay any
opportunity to move forward or avoid becoming irrelevant or maybe even exist.
It is appreciated that as we age, we take comfort from regular organised activities that occur like clockwork,
without us having to think about the possibility of change. Yet change is good, both mentally and emotionally
and should be seen as a means of keeping us on our toes, rather than following the same old path through life
without even considering the small paths that maybe lead somewhere a little different.
Therefore, I ask members to think about how each of us might like our club to operate as we come out of this
period of hibernation. Fortunately, the majority of our number have become “digital natives” and embraced
this online meeting format, thanks to the energy and guidance of two of our longest standing members –
Thank you Peter and Bruce.
Will this become the significant meeting format for the future blue sky not dark clouds.
Thinking caps on please.
More next week ………
Thanks,
Noel

“Bored Meeting” 12 May 2020
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Attendance 11th May 2020
Present
Members (incl. Hon)
ADG Emma Davis

20
1

TOTAL

21

Apologies

10

This recent photograph shows the condition
of the Tom Roberts painting on THE ARTISTS
TRAIL, now sadly neglected and the original signs
on the posts, one of which recognised Rotary’s
role, are either faded beyond recognition or
missing.
Ed.

From: Keppel Turnour <keppelturnour@gmail.com>
Subject: Restaurant suggestion
Date: 10 May 2020 at 8:47:17 pm AEST
To: Noel Sturgeon <njrsturgeon@ozemail.com.au>

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL DINING
ESTABLISHMENT

Hi Noel,
This is Cath Gordon, Keppel’s daughter. The current
situation of Covid lockdown is challenging for us all
but we now especially appreciate that we have Dad
living with us. My husband Neil and I, find ourselves
busier than ever with our work and kids at home but
at least we are all together. I personally really
appreciate the effort the Rotary Club of Heidelberg
make in including dad as a member despite his
inability to contribute as an ‘active’ member.
He finds the online meetings challenging but as his
only other connection other than our household, it is
an important part of his week. He still had a desire to
support the community in any way possible. We
have been ordering dinner each week from the
nominated restaurants. Dad’s local favourite is the
Old England which is not doing take-aways,
however I have just discovered that Barklys Hotel is.
On Dad’s behalf I would like to suggest THE
HENRY as a local business to support.
I hope you are keeping well.
Kind regards,
Cath Gordon

This week the nominated venue is
The Sir Henry Barkly Hotel
(Barklys Hotel or The Henry)
at 92 Burgundy Street, Heidelberg
Place an order online for Friday or
Saturday night
(or any night Wednesday – Sunday)
www.barklyshotel.com.au
“Click and Collect” your order at the
Bottle Shop Drive Through.
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e - Changeover Meeting (Evening)

Dear District 9790 Rotary members,
The Rotary E Club 9790 is running a
raffle with 200 tickets only, to raise
funds for Australian Rotary Health.
It’s a great prize, a Thermomix
TM6, worth $2,500. The cost of
tickets are $25.00. Please pay to the
E- Club account and your Virtual
Ticket will be recorded.
Rotary E Club 9790 BSB 633
000 Acct No 157371907 With your
details.
The raffle will be drawn 23rd July
2020 on a club Zoom meeting.
For further details contact President
Kathryn chiverskathryn@gmail.com
"
Best regards,
Clive Faul
District Secretary 2019 - 2020

25 May 2020
You will be invited by email to attend a ZOOM
meeting at 6.30pm.
Our recently returned Youth Exchange Student,
Francesca Lewis, will be giving a presentation
about her exchange to Japan.
Next week’s COG –

“Sandan’s Summary” and “Taught Tice”
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CLUB HISTORY – THE HELIPAD
This is an extract from the COG of 15 June 1987.
"THE SLAB" was well and truly opened last Friday. A significant achievement of the service work of our
Club.
Towards 11 a.m. over 100 people from many activities in our City gathered for this event. Only a week ago
some of us acted as watch dogs over a soft slab surrounded by great heaps of rubble. Now the concrete had
set with a Rotary wheel embedded in the middle.
The surrounds had been landscaped, the access road graded, levelled and compacted and now only awaits
sealing. A marquee on the site was there as protection from the cold wind. By chance a passing ambulance
stopped and became part of the scene. Westpac had sent their air sea rescue helicopter plus crew to add to
the scene.
Fred Waddingham, the man who came up with the original idea and succeeding club presidents who had
carried the idea on to completion were there. Councillors and the Mayor together with the ladies, hospital
personnel, interested spectators Rotarians, were all there to see this quite unique occasion.
The premier arrived, briefly inspected the site, retreated to the shelter of the marquee. P.P. Dennis introduced
President Noel who gave a brief history of the occasion. How an idea in 1979 had become a reality. With a
more than witty speech he introduced the Premier John Cain who responded in like manner and then unveiled
a bronze tablet which is later to be erected on the site (Probably high on a light pole) out of reach.
It was hoped that the site may never be used, but that wish is doubtful with the likelihood of accident disaster,
illness in the wider community.
The Austin is the spinal hospital for Victoria. The Repatriation hospital that serves the armed services both
past and present and P.A.N.C.H. which is the Northern Suburbs critical accident and microsurgery
hospital. The SLAB will allow speedy arrival at the respective place where help can be used at short notice.
There are many people who could be thanked in and out of the club. Fred W with the idea, Max C with the
design work. Countless hours and people on interview, consultations, door knockers, successive boards of
directors. Patience and long-suffering members. NOW IT IS READY FOR USE.
But there is one person who stands out in recent weeks. Three weeks ago, President Noel rang our builder
club member Ken Owen. "The Premier is opening the heliport in three weeks. Will you see that it is all in
readiness?" You can guess that Ken had nothing else to do, was just standing round. The fact is that HE DID
IT. NO FUSS a lot of 'midnight oil', the co-operation of a number of people, tradesmen, suppliers, contractors
with particular mention to James Bros. (Bill James used to be a member many years ago).
Thank you KEN OWEN. --and all the others.
THIS IS ONE OF OUR CLUB'S FINEST HOURS.
"You Lucky People"
(Perhaps we better call it The ROTARY SLAB)

Laurie Rose
Club Historian

